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Why do wars last as long as they do? Why do some rage for years, while others last only a few months or days? The question matters because longer wars have serious consequences. They produce more fatalities\(^1\) and are a greater threat to regimes’ stability than are shorter wars.\(^2\) To cite but one prominent example, had World War I ended in 1916, rather than dragging on into 1918, the German, Austro-Hungarian, and Russian Empires would probably have survived, and the rise of both communism and fascism would have been less likely. Thus, war duration can have important implications that go beyond the immediate war in question.

Older research reasonably argued that less intense war fighting strategies and rough terrain extend conflicts.\(^3\) Yet variation in war duration can be found even
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3. D. Scott Bennett and Allan C. Stam, “The Duration of Interstate Wars, 1816–1985,” *American Political Science Review* 90 (1996): 239–57. The relationship between the balance of forces and war duration is less clear. This is because imbalance, which would seemingly shorten wars, can cause the weaker side to pursue guerrilla strategies, thereby extending conflicts. Also, while the relative balance of forces should affect the terms of any settlement, rationalists suggest it is disagreement about that balance rather than the balance itself that influences war duration. See James D. Fearon, “Rationalist Explanations for War,” *International Organization* 49 (1995): 379–414; Donald Wittman, “How a War Ends: A Rational Model Approach,” *Journal of Conflict Resolution* 23 (1979): 743–63. Thus, it is difficult to draw any conclusions about the relationship between the military balance and the likely duration of a war. Last, there is no consensus about whether military technology that favors offense should lead to longer or shorter wars, or even if it is possible to de-
among wars of similar intensity and terrain. More recent research has turned to looking at how states bargain with each other. What allows and prevents states from reaching mutually acceptable bargains to halt the fighting? Do obstacles to peace stem from parochial interests of leaders, psychological hurdles that prevent leaders from recognizing or accepting defeat, entrapment dynamics of leaders beholden to hawkish supporters, or the nature of the conflict itself? Such research has produced answers stemming from the rationalist bargaining framework, domestic politics, and psychology.

Rationalist approaches have looked to the causes of war to explain their duration. With some exceptions, rationalists have argued that longer wars are likely to have been caused by commitment problems, which arise when expected future shifts in relative power make it impossible for states to credibly commit to agreements today, since they would have strong incentives to renege and either violate or renegotiate the agreement in the future. Rationalists believe that commitment problems are the better explanation of long wars because private information about states’ current capabilities and resolve is revealed reasonably quickly by battles and exchanges of offers for settlement, often allowing states to reach a mutually acceptable settlement. Commitment problems, on the other hand, may take years to resolve because of the need to significantly degrade an opponent’s power in order to prevent or offset potential future power shifts or even bring about regime change in an opponent.


4. Weisiger, Logics of War, 1–2 (see note 1 above).

5. Commitment problems arise when anticipated future power shifts create an incentive for a party to an agreement to renege on that agreement when it has become more powerful. Commitment problems can also arise if a given regime is seen as being dispositionally unable to honor an agreement. These dynamics undermine states’ ability to reach agreements today as there is little reason to expect the agreement to hold in the future. See Robert Powell, “War as a Commitment Problem,” International Organization 60 (2006): 169–203.


construct a domestic governing coalition that could both accept a peace settlement and remain in power. These studies vary in the relative importance they assign to individual leaders versus the political regime as a whole, suggesting avenues for further research.

Psychological approaches argue that it is ultimately difficult to view extremely protracted and costly wars as the consequence of a rational decision-making process. Scholars focusing on psychology have argued that cognitive biases, a focus on sunk costs, or concerns about national honor may prevent settlement. They have also found that emotions affect beliefs and decision making, which in turn can influence how states update their expectations for war and their willingness to accept a proposed settlement.

While each of these approaches has been productive, the disagreements across and also within them are worth more attention. The aim of this symposium is to create a dialogue between scholars from these varying approaches. The hope is that such a conversation will not only help to clarify disagreements and to determine which factors are most important, but also to find areas of agreement and perhaps of synergy.

Indeed, recent years have seen some attempts to find a productive synthesis between rationalist and psychological approaches. For example, Streich and Levy examine how motivated and unmotivated biases influence the role of information asymmetries in causing war. In particular, they demonstrate that Russian racial biases and a focus on the most optimistic intelligence reports, combined with significant uncertainty about the relative capabilities of Russia and Japan, led Moscow to already favor war in 1904—even though waiting would have been rational, since Russian military strength in the Far East would continue to grow as construction...

8. Stanley, Paths to Peace (see previous note).
of the Trans-Siberian Railway continued over the next decade. Likewise, Lake shows that while the rationalist framework is helpful for understanding interactions between the United States and Iraq leading up to their 2003 war, the role that information asymmetries and commitment problems played in causing the war cannot be fully understood without factoring in American and Iraqi biases, misperceptions, and domestic politics.\(^{12}\) Finally, a recent special issue of *International Organization* focuses on the implications of the behavioral revolution for understanding international relations and whether new psychological insights about how actors assess risks, make inter-temporal tradeoffs, and update beliefs could be productively combined with rationalist approaches. In particular, it appears that these new insights, including the possibility of social preferences and the connections between intuitions, emotions, and reasoning, might help us to understand actors’ beliefs, preferences, resolve, and preferred strategies.\(^\text{13}\) While the jury is still out on whether such a fusion between rationalist and psychological approaches can be successfully forged, it is clear that the disagreements and possible syntheses between rational and psychological approaches comprise an important and fertile area of research worthy of further exploration.

With this goal in mind, the contributors to this symposium represent a variety of approaches to explaining, and arguments about, war duration. First, Dan Reiter argues that it is vital to think of war onset and war duration as one process, since the overlap between the two phenomena is evident in extant research. Specifically, theories of war duration often build directly upon theories of war initiation. He argues that this overlap can be leveraged to allow for better testing of theories and improved theory construction.\(^\text{14}\)

Second, Elizabeth Stanley builds on recent research in neuroscience, psychology, and stress physiology to develop the micro-foundations of decision making under stress. She then connects these insights to bargaining, domestic politics, and
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psychological theories of war duration so as to better ground these frameworks in human behavior and analyze their contributions to the literature. In particular, she argues that the decline of leaders’ cognitive capacity, tolerance of ambiguity, and ability to incorporate new information due to prolonged stress can help explain why when wars last longer, it becomes more difficult to end them.\textsuperscript{15}

Third, Thomas Dolan notes that by focusing on perceptual biases and the cognitive obstacles to learning and decision making, psychological theories of war have been limited to explaining long wars, though they can also help to explain short wars. Dolan contends that psychological theories that address emotions, individual traits, and decision making can and should be able to explain when leaders’ risk acceptance, belief structures, and responsiveness to events make short wars more likely. He concludes that creating psychological explanations of short wars will make psychological approaches more complete and better position them to compete with rationalist explanations of war.\textsuperscript{16}

Fourth, Alex Weisiger argues that rationalist explanations of long wars are more compelling than psychological explanations, since the latter often are empirically intractable, cannot explain short wars, or largely mirror the predictions of rationalist explanations. He argues that as long as rationalist arguments can be seen as reasonable approximations of reality, their simplicity will make them more appealing as explanations of war duration than psychological interpretations are.\textsuperscript{17}

In the next article of the symposium, I argue that testing competing theories of long wars is extremely difficult. To some extent, this is a result of definitional and scope issues that are inherent in the study of war duration. More problematic, however, is that many theories of war duration predict similar behaviors and that both leadership groups and individual leaders often have multiple reasons for favoring continued fighting. This combination of overlapping predictions and multicausality makes testing theories of war duration very difficult.\textsuperscript{18}

Weisiger concludes the symposium by highlighting points of agreement and disagreement between the various contributors and identifying open questions. He focuses especially on the connections between war initiation and decisions to continue


fighting, the causes of short wars, and the need to adjudicate between competing explanations of war duration.19

Given the continued occurrence of wars, both long and short, understanding what causes them to vary in duration remains relevant. I hope that this symposium will not only help to clarify points of agreement and disagreement between various explanations of war duration, but will also spur further and improved research that may help those grappling with removing obstacles to war termination and settlement.
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